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Abstract
This paper examines the role of applying different artificial intelligence techniques for the implementation of load balancing in the
dynamic environment of distributed multi-core computing systems. Were investigated several methods to optimize the assignment process between computing nodes and executing tasks
after the occurrence of a dynamic and interactive event, when
traditional discrete load balancing techniques are ineffective.
Keyword: Exascale Computing, AI, Load Balancer, Graph
Matching, Hybrid techniques.

1. Introduction
Load balancing is the process of distributing tasks among computing machines
under the conditions that all tasks are executing and all capabilities of resources are
using (Alakeel, A. M., 2010). A common strategy used to study optimization of task
scheduling process in distributed computing systems is to apply different optimization
methods for the solution of matching problem (Ramezani, F., Lu, J., & Hussain, F. K.,
2014, Visalakshi, P., & Sivanandam, S. N., 2009, Catalyurek, U. V. et al., 2009). These
approaches aimed to solve load-balancing problems for both static and dynamic
distributed systems (Godfrey, B., et al., 2004; Di Nitto, E., et al., 2008; Muñoz, P.,
Barco, R., & de la Bandera, I., 2013).
In static systems (e.g., cluster computing systems), resource attributes and process
requirements are predetermined, and load balancing starts its work before execution
in the system (Sharma, D., & Aggarwal, V. B., 2015). Optimal load balancing is usually
found in these systems to minimize execution time and maximization of resource usage.
For dynamic processes, in which resources, tasks, or both are not static and can
be changed during the execution process, different approaches for optimizing load
balancing were studied. One of the significant topics investigated in the task scheduling
field in dynamic systems is to develop an optimal scheduling strategy sustainable to
the changing of resources and types of tasks (Li, K., Xu, G., Zhao, G., Dong, Y., &
Wang, D., 2011).
Multi-core computing systems or Exascale distributed systems are characterizing
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by the occurring of dynamic and interactive events that changes process requirements
and resource attributes in the system and requires reloading the task assignment
process. The mentioned problem can be solved using two approaches: to allow the
occurrence of the dynamic and interactive event and then reload the balancing process
or to predict the occurrence of the dynamic and interactive event and to reload the
system in a given period (Bakhishoff, U., et al., 2020).
This paper was investigated different approaches based on graph theory and
techniques of artificial intelligence for reloading the task matching process periodically
during the execution process in multi-core computing systems. The similarities
between load balancing and matching problems in graphs were described graph
theory approach and proposed load balancer using matching algorithms in bipartite
graphs. Besides this, suggested turning to account the advantages of Bayesian
networks in missing data to optimize load balancing after occurring of dynamic and
interactive event. Besides were discussed opportunities to aggregate power of fuzzy
logic and neural networks and apply adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS)
and evolutionary algorithms for developing sustainable load balancer.
2. Related Work
There have been multiple attempts to express the dynamic load balancing system
in distributed computing environments by bipartite graphs and to apply different
optimization algorithms to a maximum-matching problem in a weighted bipartite graph
(Lin, C. C., Chin, H. H., & Deng, D. J., 2013; Wang, Y. C., Peng, W. C., et al., 2007; Kuila,
P., & Jana, P. K., 2012). Several approaches have been investigated to express the
matching process among computing nodes and task queues in distributed computing
systems by bipartite graphs.
Characteristics and capabilities of belief networks allow bipartite graphs representing
the dynamic load balancing process in multi-core computing systems smoothly
transformed to Bayesian networks. An advantage of modeling the management process
by Bayesian networks or belief networks is their ability to analyze data from different
sources, including expert knowledge, and handle the learning process in missing data.
The Bayesian approach has been considered by different researchers for
implementing the overloading in the load balancing process, as well as for finding
most likely haplotypes through parallel search in dynamic systems (Zhao, J., Yang, K.,
2015; Otten, L., & Dechter, R., 2011).
As load balancing in HPC systems remains the best assignment between tasks
and machines, combinatorial optimization problem solutions can become a useful
tool. A recent study by several researchers was analyzed, compared, and critiqued
the relevance of using genetic algorithms for task scheduling and load balancing in
different HPC systems (Ramezani, F., Lu, J., & Hussain, F. K., 2014; Visalakshi, P., &
Sivanandam, S. N., 2009).
The necessity of predicting resource utilization for incoming tasks and, as a result
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handling the task scheduling problem enables to use of neural networks in distributed
systems (Sigal, L., & Glauberman, A., 2012), the application of neural networks for
forecasting loads in cloud data centers under the condition of minimizing energy costs
was successfully tested in cloud computing platforms by Prevost and others (Li, J.,
Luo, G., Cheng, N., Yuan, Q., Wu, Z., Gao, S., & Liu, Z., 2018).
3. Proposition
The main characteristics of multi-core computing systems (or exascale computing
systems) are the unstable nature of the execution process and the occurrence of a
dynamic and interactive event. Dynamic and interactive events damage the execution
process in the distributed system and bring to inconsistency between resources and
executed tasks. The goal of load balancing is to control the assignment process
and arrange the best matching between resources and tasks according to resource
attributes and process requirements. This section was investigated different methods
for optimization of the load balancing process in multi-core computing systems.
Specifically, we aim to investigate how to obtain tremendous performance on
tackling the time dynamics problem in load balancing to divide time into different time
steps and represent each time step by weighted bipartite graphs. Several techniques
can be used for evaluating weights on edges between nodes of mentioned graphs.
To outline a similar approach for tackling load balancing problems in multi-core
computing systems, it is useful to model the process as time series and represent
each time step by parts of weighted bipartite graphs. Weights in these graphs can
be determinate as similarities of the assignment process in consecutive time steps.
As a result, we get a series of weighted bipartite graph for each consecutive pair
of time steps; the second part of the previous time step becomes the first part of
the next time step. The machines' optimal assignment tasks can be determined after
the implementation of maximum matching algorithms proposed for bipartite graphs.
Obtained graph networks allow applying statistical inference and soft computing
techniques for automatization of optimal load balancing, which is discussed in the next
parts of the section.
The paper suggests applying Bayesian networks to the modeling of dynamic
distributed computing systems. This is mainly caused by information deficiency and
the impossibility of collecting enormous data for training using learning systems such
as deep neural networks or convolutional neural networks. However, the opportunity
to express dynamic load balancing process by time series and connect them in the
directed acyclic graph gives a chance to apply Bayesian learning algorithms based
on conditional similarities between resource attributes and task requirements in each
time step, as well as between assignments in each time step and to determine optimal
load balancing in each time step.
Dynamic changing both resources and tasks require new approaches and different
methods of AI would give beneficial results in developing of Exascale computing
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systems. In this case, traditional discrete load balancing mapping finally becomes
useless and appears necessary for hybrid load balancing mapping, which can be
characterized as a continuous function. The immediate practical solution for this
problem might be the application of AI methods and fuzzy logic. Representing
load balancing assignment by fuzzy graphs or definition of fuzzy relations between
processes or resources at different time moments might be one of the best solutions
for job scheduling in distributed systems.
Our description of modeling load balancing in dynamic systems in dynamic and
interactive events based on the ANFIS approach is similarly founded on expressing the
assignment process by time series and on training ANFIS on each time step. The critical
task here is to define the input and output parameters of ANFIS. These parameters
can be defined in several ways: task requirements as input variables and resources
as output variables, the output node that gets the highest value after implementation
will be determined as the best matching for the given task; the next approach is
representing input variables as resource attributes and process requirements and as
output to define optimal matching as the highest value.
4. Conclusion and Future Work
The paper was studied different approaches defined by mathematical models
based on graph theory and artificial intelligence techniques for optimization of load
balancing on the exascale computing system. The dynamic and interactive event,
which can occur anytime during the execution of a complex task in a multi-core
computing system, makes it challenging to manage the job scheduling as the solution
was proposed to express the process by consecutive time series and in each time step
to apply different techniques of artificial intelligence. The evidence of the missing data
and difficulty collecting training examples makes it ineffective to apply deep neural
networks. However, different artificial intelligence techniques created as variable
based models and logic-based models can help implement effective load balancing in
dynamic distributed systems. There is a great deal of work to implement each of these
approaches and identify the most successful method for different tasks.
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